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ABSTRACT

A 2.8-kilobase majorbreakpointregionon chromosome segment 18q21
is the site of most t(14;18) translocations typical of human follieular
lymphomas. Breaks are focused at the 5' end of joining (JH) regions of

Â¡mmunoglobulin(Ig) on chromosome 14, indicating that the translocation
occurs at a pre-B-cell stage during attempted heavy (H) chain joining. A
new gene from 18q21 (BcI-2) is placed in the H chain locus creating a
unique, translocation-specific JH;18q21 rearrangement that presumably
represents a transformation event. In addition, normal Ig gene joining
occurs in a H before light (L) chain and K before X cascade, creating
ordered donai markers. These serial markers were examined to deter
mine if variations in Ig gene patterns during the natural history of
lymphomas represent the emergence of truly separate neoplasms or
heterogeneity of a single neoplasm. We examined 45 serial biopsies from
16 B funicular lymphoma patients; six cases showed variationin Ig gene
patterns over time. Seven individuals had a detectable Jn:lHq2l rear
rangement present, and it remained unchangedover 5-10 years. Further
rearrangements of H chain genes occurred on the normal chromosome
14 within evolving subclones of the original tumor. X L chains also
underwent additional rearrangements in two instances, while K gene
patterns remainedunchanged.All variations in the normal H and L chain
genes were 2Â°rearrangementsoccurringat a matureB-cell stage following

the initial successful rearrangementof a H and L chain. In contrast the
t(14;18) breakpoint was conserved in each individual, indicating that
evolving neoplastic subpopulations arose from a common donai progen
itor cell.

INTRODUCTION

Ig2 genes rearrange during early pre-B-cell development and

generate a unique pattern of heavy (H) and light (L) chain gene
rearrangements for individual B-cells (1-3). Because there are
multiple separated DNA subsegments for the VH, DH, and JH
regions, as well as the VL and JL regions, their assemblage into
completed VH/DH/JH or VL/JL rearrangements occurs in an
essentially unique fashion for each B-cell (4-7). These rear
rangements generate altered-sized restriction fragments which
serve as tumor-specific molecular markers in a monoclonal
expansion of malignant B-cells (3). Most neoplasms of mature
B-cells can be shown to be of clonal origin by the exclusive
presence of but one surface L chain isotype K or X or by the
presence of clonally rearranged Ig genes (3, 8). However, a
human B-cell neoplasm from the same individual may show
variation in Ig gene patterns over time or within different lymph
node sites. The emergence of these different patterns has sug
gested the possibility that these tumors may be bidonai (9, 10).
While varied Ig gene rearrangements unquestionably occur, a
major biological question still exists. Do these changes repre
sent true biclonality in which the different Ig gene rearrange-
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ments arise within distinctly different clonal progenitor cells,
each of which underwent totally separate transformation
events? Alternatively, do the differences represent genetic var
iations of Ig gene rearrangements within subclones of a com
mon clonal progenitor cell?

We and others have recently cloned the region of chromo
some segment 18q21 involved in the t(14;18)(q32;q21) chro
mosomal translocation (11-13). This provides a pivotal addi
tional clonal marker to resolve the origin of these genetic
variations. We have defined a 2.8-kilobase mbr on chromosome
18 that rearranges in 60% of unselected follicular lymphomas
and is thus responsible for the majority of known t(14;18)
translocations (14,15). The DNA rearrangement resulting from
this interchromosomal breakpoint creates a translocation-spe
cific and presumably a transformation-related unique clonal
marker. Moreover, we and others have shown that the site of
interchromosomal rearrangement at 14q32 occurs precisely at
the 5' side of JH regions (11-14). The heptamer, spacer, and

nonamer canonical signals for recombination have been deleted
and a short stretch of extra nucleotides, characteristic of UN"

segments, have been inserted at the 14; 18 junction on the der
14 chromosome (11-14). Moreover, we have demonstrated that
the junction on the der (18) chromosome occurs at the 3' end

of diversity (DH) segments (14). The obvious implication of
these observations is that the t(14;18) translocation occurs early
in development, at a pre-B-cell stage during the first event of
normal Ig gene rearrangement (the D/J assemblage step). Thus,
even though follicular lymphomas are neoplasms of a mature
B eel1stage, the rearrangement of the 18q21 region appears to
represent an early event in the pathogenesis of these neoplasms.
Here we exploit this t(14;18) specific, unique rearrangement as
a molecular marker to determine the stage at which tumor
heterogeneity arises.

Variation in the pattern of Ig gene rearrangements within a
B-cell neoplasm of an individual might occur by several different
mechanisms or at different stages of B-cell maturation. We
have utilized the t(14;18) rearrangement in follicular lympho
mas as a transformation-associated clonal marker, which ap
pears to occur early in tumor development, in order to distin
guish among the various alternatives (Fig. 1). Specifically, the
appearance of different Ig gene patterns over time might indi
cate a truly bidonai malignancy in which independent transfor
mation events affected two completely different clonal progen
itor cells. In this situation, the neoplasms would be expected to
show totally different H and L chain patterns and different
JH;18 rearrangements (Fig. ÃŒA).Alternatively, the varied Ig
gene patterns might arise from subclones of a single common
clonal progenitor cell that underwent a clonal evolution at a
pre-B-cell or B-cell stage of development. Creation of subclones
at a pre-B-cell level (1Â°clonal evolution) would generate prog

eny that shared the same JH;18 translocation, but all L chains
would be different and the V/D/J rearrangement on the normal
chromosome 14 might be varied as well (Fig. IB). In contrast,
genetic variations at a mature B-cell stage after routine H and
L chain assemblage had successfully occurred (2Â°clonal evolu-
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of potential chronological changes resulting
in Ig gene variations. I. True biclonality in which two entirely different cells each
undergo independent t(14;18) translocation events indicated as JH;18* or Jâ€ž;18".

All subsequent H and L chain rearrangements would be different in the two
populations. B, Primary variation in which Ig gene differences arise at a pre-B-
cell stage of development. A common donai progenitor cell with a single t(14;18)
rearrangement, JH;18*,would generate daughter cells either prior to the rearrange
ment of the other H chain gene or prior to the rearrangement of L chain genes.
Gene rearrangements after the points of cell division would be independent. We
refer to this as I* clonal evolution since differences in Ig gene patterns result from

initial rearrangements of germline genes. C, Secondary variation in which Ig gene
differences arise at a mature B-cell stage of development. A common clonal
progenitor cell with a single t(14;18) rearrangement, JF1;IK', would successfully
rearrange H and L chain genes to become an Ig-producing B-cell. Subclones of
cells would arise after attaining this mature B-cell status and be marked by
changes of H or L chain gene rearrangements. We refer to this as 2* clonal
evolution since the differences in Ig gene rearrangement represent additional 2*

Ig gene rearrangements after the initial effective H plus L chain rearrangement.

tion) would generate cells with an altered H or L chain alÃele,
but the other Ig alÃeleswould be unchanged (Fig. 1C).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Isolation and Analysis of DNA. High molecular weight DNA was
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Fig. 2. (a) Schematic presentation of the 1.S-kilobase Hindlll-EcoRl fragment
from chromosome segment 18q21 used as a probe to recognize the rearrangement
of a 4.3-kilobase Hindlll genomic fragment. t( 14; IK) translocations focus within
a major breakpoint region found within the 2.8-kilobase Â£coRI-//iWIII portion.
This probe detects the breakpoint rearrangement on the der (14) chromosome
(11, 14). b, A 6.0-kilobase BamHl-Hindlll .1,, containing fragment of chromo
some segment 14q32 used as a probe to detect rearrangement of the normal and
translocated Ig H chain genes (S, 11), c, 2.0-kilobase Soci .In-containing fragment
and a 2.5-kilobase EcoRl CK-containing fragment used as probes to detect
rearrangements of the K L chain locus (18). d. A 2.5-kilobase Hind\\\-Hani\\\
fragment of the Kde used as a probe to detect rearrangements of this element
responsible for K gene deletions (19). The site within the 14-kilobase BamHl
genomic fragment that mediates the deletional rearrangement with the K gene
locus is shown, c. A fused Kde/IVS 1.0-kilobase .Sad probe was prepared from a
Kde rearrangement ( 19). This probe was capable of detecting Kde rearrangements
in fcoRI-digested DNA./ A 0.8-kilobase fragment of a C. region. EcoRl sites
are shown for the genomic gene in which 14-kilobase and 16-kilobase fragments
are invariant, but a central fragment varies among 8, 13, 18, or 23 kilobase in
size (20, 21).

isolated directly from lymphoma lymph node biopsies or from cells
teased free from such biopsies. Frozen lymph node tissue was powdered
with a mortar and pestle in the presence of liquid nitrogen. When
isolated cell suspensions were available, individual nuclei were first
prepared by lysing cells in 0.25% Triton X. Both the nuclei and the
frozen lymph node powder were digested in a 0.25 M sucrose, 50 HIM
Tris (pH 7.5), 25 IHMKCl, 5 HIMMgCU, 15 mM EDTA (tetrasodium,
pH 7.5), 1% SDS, and 0.3 mg/ml proteinase K solution for 3 h at
37'C. Samples were extracted with phenol-chloroform until clean and

the DNA ethanol precipitated and resuspended in 10 mMTris, 0.1 mM
EDTA. These lymphoma genomic DNAs, together with control DNAs
possessing germ-line configuration genes, were digested to completion
with restriction endonucleases, size fractionated over agarose gels by
electrophoresis, and transferred to nitrocellulose or Gene Screen Plus
(New England Nuclear Research Products, Boston, MA) paper (16).
Purified, cloned DNA restriction fragments were radiolabeled with "P

by random hexanucleotide priming for use as probes (17). Genomic
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blots were hybridized to 32Pprobes with specific activities of 1-5 x 10*

cpm/Mg in 10% dextran sulfate, 40 or 50% formamide, 4x SSC, Ix
Denhardt's solution, and 10 ng/ml salmon sperm DNA at 42'C. Blots

were washed three times in 2x SSC, 0.1% SDS at room temperature,
and twice in O.lx SSC, 0.1% SDS at 50Â°C,and autoradiography

performed. At times, blots were reutilized after a prior probe had been
removed by stripping the blot twice at 70'C in 0.1 % SDS for 20 min.

Removal of the previous probe was confirmed by autoradiography prior
to rehybridization.

DNA Probes Utilized. The genomic DNA restriction fragments
used as probes in this study are presented schematically in Fig. 2. A
1.5-kilobase Ifindlll-EctiRl fragment from chromosome segment

18q21 was used to detect the breakpoint rearrangement of the
t(14;18)(q32;q21) translocation in Hindlll or Ramiti digests (11). A
6.0-kilobase BamHl-Hindlll .Id-containing fragment detected rear

rangements of the normal and translocated H chain genes in Hindlll
or HamHl digests (5). The K L chain locus was assessed in Hindlll or
BamHl digests with a 2.0-kilobase Sac\ JK probe or a 2.5-kilobase
Â£coRICKprobe, respectively (Fig. 2) (18). The configuration of the K-
deleting element (Kde) was assessed in Bamlll digests with a 2.5-
kilobase Hindlll-BamHl Kde probe or in Â£coRIdigests with a 1.0-
kilobase Soci probe comprised of a K-intervening sequence/Kde rear
rangement site (19). Xgene configurations were determined in EcoKl-
digested genomic DNA by use of a small 0.8-kilobase G probe (20,

21).
Lymphomas Examined. Forty-five biopsies, encompassing up to a

10-year period, were available on 16 separate patients with B-cell

follicular lymphoma. Cell surface antigens, including surface Ig, had
been determined on at least one biopsy of all cases by standard immu-

noperoxidase techniques. Approximately 80% of follicular lymphomas
may have t(14;18)(q32;q21) translocations (22) and approximately 60%
of unselected tumors can be expected to rearrange within our defined
mbr(ll, 14, 15).

RESULTS

We examined the Ig H, K, X,and t( 14:18) gene configurations
in 45 serial lymph node biopsies from a total of 16 different
patients with B-cell follicular lymphoma. Of these, six patients
revealed Ig gene patterns that varied over time. Of these six,
three possessed a t(14;18) translocation whose breakpoint fell
within the mbr at 18q21. This provided the opportunity to
dissect the developmental point at which the changes occurred
in these tumors.

Five separate lymph node biopsies spanning a 10-year period
of time were available from case 1. DNA extracted directly
from lymph node biopsy tissues was hybridized with chromo
some segment 18q21 probe that detects translocations within
the mbr and with the chromosome 14 Ig JH region probe. Fig.
3A reveals the breakpoint of the chromosomal translocation by
demonstrating that the chromosome 18 rearrangement comi
grated with a JH rearrangement. Thus, chromosome 14 and 18
information occupied the same Hindlll restriction fragment
identifying the translocation breakpoint on the der (14) chro
mosome (14q+). The same identical chromosomal translocation

is present in all five biopsy samples (Fig. 3A, a-e). Furthermore,

B
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43-
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H-Ri 1.5*18q21
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JH*14q32

14 Kb-
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18-
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14-
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BamHl
Kde*

Eco RICA*

Fig. 3. A, DNA from five separate biopsies of case 1 obtained over 10 years was digested with Hindlll and comigrated lanes were hybridized with the 1.5-kilobase
Hi/idlll-EcoRl probe from chromosome segment 18q21 or the JH region from chromosome segment 14q32. Dual-headed arrow, Hindlll restriction fragment
containing the JH;18q21 breakpoint on the der (14) chromosome. The single JH rearrangement on the normal chromosome 14 in biopsies a, b, and c is replaced in
biopsies d and e with two JH rearrangements. The 11.0-kilobase JMcontaining fragment (dash) represents germline JH genes within nonlymphoma cells in the biopsies.
B, Arrows, presence of two identical rearrangements of the Kde in Â¿famill-digi.-su.-dDNA of all biopsies. In addition to the 14-kilobase //amili fragment that
rearranges, the Kde probe cross-hybridizes to a 2.5-kilobase fragment that does not rearrange. C, Dashes, germ-line 5-, 8-, 14-, 16-, and 18-kilobase EcoRl fragments.
All samples share a Xgene rearrangement (bottom arrow), but biopsy e displayed an additional rearrangement (top arrow).
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Fig. 4. Left, Comigrated //i/n/III-digested samples from time points a and b
of case 2 reveal an identical JH;18q21 juncture breakpoint (shared arrow) when
hybridized with the .1,, and Hintflll-EcoRl 1.5-kilobase 18q21 probes. The .!â€ž
rearrangement from the normal chromosome 14 changes from slightly smaller
than germ-line in a to a much larger fragment in b. Right, //;/n/111-digested
biopsies a and b have identical .U gene rearrangements (arrows) as compared to
a germ-line configuration (dashes) in a control source of cells ((/).

no additional translocation rearrangements are seen at any
time. However, variation in the Ig H chain alÃelelocated on the
normal chromosome 14 was noted in biopsies d and e (Fig. .VI).
The normal chromosome 14 JH rearrangement present in a, b,
and c is absent in samples d and e. Instead, two new smaller .1,,
rearrangements are present and appear to vary in intensity in a
reciprocal fashion within samples d and e. This suggests that
the two new bands do not simply represent the creation of an
internal Ifimllll site by somatic mutation. This conclusion was
confirmed by also demonstrating this change in rearrangements
with another restriction endonuclease EcoRl (data not shown).
This implies that two subclones of cells may have evolved, each
of which underwent further H chain rearrangement. These cells
might vary in proportion within biopsies d and e. The exact
nature of this further H chain rearrangement is unknown, but
biopsy c still expressed the same cell surface monoclonal n\.
indicating that an effective H chain still existed.

Additional evidence of further Ig gene rearrangements in case
1 is seen within the L chain loci over time. All available time
points possessed an identical X L chain gene rearrangement
(Fig. 3B, a, b, d, and e). However, biopsy e revealed an additional
unique X L chain gene rearrangement. Human L chain genes
tend to rearrange in an ordered fashion in which K genes

rearrange prior to X. Prior to the progression to X rearrange
ment, a Kde rearranges to delete the constant region. Therefore,
we examined the K gene configuration in order to unravel the
origin of the additional Xgene rearrangement. K gene analysis
indicated that all biopsies (a-e) had deleted both copies of their
CK genes (data not shown) and possessed two identical Kde
rearrangements which were responsible for this event (Fig. 3B).
Biopsy e which had the additional X L chain rearrangement
showed no additional Kde rearrangement. These results argue
that the further Xgene change represents a secondary rearrange
ment in the same clonal cell population in a-d rather than the
emergence of an entirely new clone.

Case 2 had two lymph node biopsies performed 4 years apart.
The same chromosomal translocation breakpoint is present in
both biopsies as evidenced by the fact that JH and 18q21 probes
hybridize to the same rearranged ////Â»/III fragment (Fig. 4).
Variation was noted, however, in the other JH alÃele.The
productive JH alÃeleon the normal chromosome 14 changed its
Hindlll fragment size between biopsy time points a and b. This
alteration was also seen in BamHl digests. Despite this altera
tion, both sets of cells expressed u H chain with monoclonal
cell surface IgMK present. Both K L chain genes were rear
ranged in this neoplasm at both time points as indicated by a
JK probe and did not change (Fig. 4). The Xgenes were germline
(not shown). Thus, case 2 demonstrated 2Â°clonal evolution at

a mature B-cell stage in the form of a secondary rearrangement
of the effective H chain gene.

Two separate lymph node biopsy sources of cells separated
by 6 years were available from case 3. Once again, the identical
t(14;18) breakpoint was present in both specimens as evidenced
by the presence of chromosome 14 and 18 information on the
same restriction fragment (Fig. 5). Variation was again evident
in the size of the rearranged JH alÃeleon the normal chromo
some 14. Cells at time point b displayed cell surface //, 5, X,
while the earlier biopsy historically preceded accurate tech
niques for tissue immunofluorescence. A further example of
evolution was seen in the X L chain gene configuration. Both
biopsies shared one identically rearranged X gene alÃele,while
the second rearranged Xgene underwent further recombination
between cells a and b. Both CK genes appear to be deleted in
both samples. Moreover, the two Kde rearrangements in biop
sies a and b are identical (Fig. 5). Thus, there was an identical
JH;18 1(14:18) junction, an identical X rearrangement, and
identical Kde rearrangements in both samples. This argues that
both of these mature B-cell populations were products of the
same translocation and initial H + L chain gene rearrangement
events. Case 3 represents a 2Â°clonal evolution in which the

effective H chain alÃeleand a X L chain gene underwent a
secondary rearrangement after the cell had attained a mature
B-cell status.

DISCUSSION

We have used a major breakpoint region on chromosome
segment 18q21 to define the site of chromosomal translocation
in 1(14; IS) bearing toi lieu lar lymph omas. Rearrangement of
this region constitutes a translocation-specific and presumably
a transformation-related, unique molecular marker. This DNA
marker has allowed us to follow the natural history of individual
t(14;18) lymphomas and determine whether the observed dif
ferences in Ig gene rearrangements represent true bidonali!y or
later variations in neoplasms that arose from a common clonal
progenitor cell. The der (14) breakpoints are concentrated at
the S' end of JH segments and the der (18) breakpoints at the
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Fig. 5. A, Comigrated Hindlll digests of
biopsies a and l>from case 3 were hybridized
with the Hindlll-EcoRl l.S-kilobase 18q2!
probe and the JH probe. Parallel arrows, a der
(14) JH;18q21 translocation breakpoint that
remained unchanged, Upper arrows, change in
the configuration of the JMalÃeleof the normal
chromosome 14. This blot fragmented during
washing, accounting for its irregularity in out
line. B, CK genes are deleted in biopsies a and
h as compared to a matched amount of DNA
from a germ-line source of cells ((/). Faint
12.0-kilobase hybridization in biopsies a and b
are from admixed nonlymphoma cells. A 1.0-
kilobase .S'uclprobe containing portions of JK
3' flanking sequence and a rearranged Kde
recognized germ-line-sized JK and Kde Â£coRI
fragments (dashes) in a control source of cells
((/). Biopsies a and h share two identical rear
rangements of the Kde (arrows). C, Dashes,
indicate germ-line 5-, 8-, 14-, 16-, and 18-
kilobase /,VÂ»KIfragments. Biopsies a and b
share one identical Xgene arrangement (lower
arrow), but the X rearrangement on the other
alÃelechanges in size.
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3' end of DH, indicating that Ig recombinase generates the

DNA breakage on chromosome 14 and that the t(14;18) occurs
at a pre-B-cell stage of differentiation (11-14). Thus, the
t(14;18) event appears to happen early in the development of a
B-cell and may also be an early event in neoplasia. Since the
site of juncture between chromosome 14 and 18 is unique to
each follicular lymphoma, the DNA rearrangement created
allows us to specifically identify and follow that translocation
breakpoint over time. We noted that, in all instances where the
der (14) and normal chromosome 14 rearrangement could be
discriminated, the further Ig gene rearrangements were clearly
2Â°variations. Indeed, this variation in Ig gene pattern appeared

to occur late, after the cells had already translocated, rearranged
H and L chain genes, and attained a mature B-cell status. This
could be concluded because the varied tumor samples always
shared at least one identical L chain alÃeleas well as the
translocation rearrangement. Similarly, the other three lympho-
mas which showed Ig gene variation but no detectable K14; IS)
rearrangement also retained some common Ig gene rearrange
ments, suggesting their changes were 2Â°variations as well. The

presence of further rearrangements of both H plus L chain
genes in cases 1 and 3 suggests that Ig gene recombination may,
at times, be reactivated within mature B-cells. Recently, exam
ples of further rearrangement in which germline VH regions
were recombined to modify preexisting V/D/J rearrangements
have been noted (23, 24). Alternatively, some of these changes
might represent intron deletions.

Placing the molecular markers of gene rearrangement on
these cells has allowed us to identify evolving subclones of an
original common clonal progenitor cell. The presence of Ig gene
changes might be fortuitous, reflecting a region of DNA that is
particularly prone to further rearrangement and deletion. Such
changes might also be concomitant with other mutations which
provide a growth advantage or drug resistance to an emerging
subclone of cells. It is of interest that, of the seven lymphomas
in this group which had detectable JH;18q21 translocation
rearrangements, none altered this chromosomal juncture over
time. Preservation of this breakpoint may prove to be a selective
advantage in that alterations of the JH;18q21 juncture might
adversely affect the regulation or structure of the B-cell-asso-

ciated gene (Be 1-2) introduced from 18q21 (25-27). Variation
in the normal Ig H and L chain genes may be a mechanism for
altering this surface receptor and, thus, allowing the neoplasm
to escape from normal immunoregulatory control. Studies by
Cleary et al., documenting idiotype alterations also provide
evidence for this thesis (28).

Since the t(14;18) translocation appears to occur at a pre-B-
cell stage of development, it was attractive to speculate that the
clonal variation might occur during the primary attempts to
assemble a H and L chain gene (Fig. 1). While such 1" evolution

during pre-B-cell development might occur, no examples were
found here. Moreover, no evidence for true biclonality (in which
totally separate translocations and Ig gene rearrangements
would be expected) was found. Instead, the presence of identical
JH;18q21 junctures in all tumors from the same individual
testify to the presence of a common clonal progenitor cell. The
mbr of 18q21 has helped dissect the genetic history of tumor
heterogeneity within human B-cell neoplasms.
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